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1 Executive Summary
This deliverable provides information about the current development of the train’s wireless
backbone infrastructure for different use cases bound to freight railway environment.
The main objective of this deliverable is the first specification of a transponder for addressing the
current and future freight services. As focused in the development of new telematics and
electrification technologies that will enable better operation for different purposes, the wagon
On-Board Unit (wOBU) will collect all the information gathered by the Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN) and process it.
Describing a high level architecture is necessary at this stage, using an easy methodology to guide
the design process. Based on this, the deliverable is described through the following chapters:
• Background and Objectives: In these sections, the content of the work is included: objectives,
inputs available, expected main results and links to other WPs of FR8RAIL project and to other
projects.
• Use Cases Refinement: Includes the summary of the Use Cases and an explanation about how
the innovation improves the current solution focused on a short analysis of the needs that the
users expect from the future system to accomplish.
• Operational analysis: Includes an explanation of the methodology used to perform this
operational analysis. The Operational Analysis (OA) focuses on what the users of the system need
to accomplish. It is an analysis of the issues by identifying the need and goals and also the actors
and entities that interacts with the system.
• High Level Architecture: From the analysis of the use cases and the operational analysis
performed, a first approach of the architecture of the wireless backbone infrastructure system can
be achieved.
• Conclusions reached at this stage of the R&I and highlighted in this deliverable.
Keywords: WAGON ON-BOARD UNIT, WAGON MONITORING SYSTEM, CARGO MONITORING
SYSTEM, POSTIONING, USE CASES REFINEMENT, ON-BOARD TRAIN INTEGRITY, CONTINUOUS
MONITORING, OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS, PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE.
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2 Abbreviations and acronyms
Abbreviation / Acronyms
ATO
BNs
CBM
CMS
DEWI
EoT
EPBS
ERA
ERTMS
FR8RAIL
IOBU
IoT
IPs
IVG
MBSE
OA
OTI
RIMMS
R&I
S2R
SysML
TDs
TI
UC
UNISIG
URs
V2I
V2V
wOBU
WPs
WSN
X2R2
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Description
Automatic Train Operation
Business Needs
Condition Based Monitoring
Cargo Monitoring System
Dependable Embedded Wireless Infrastructure
End of Train
End Product Breakdown Structure
European Railway Agency
European Rail Traffic Management System
Freight Rail
Locomotive On-Board Unit
Internet of Things
Innovation Programme
Intelligent Video Gates
Model Based System Engineering
Operational Analysis
On-Board Train Integrity
Railway Information Measuring and Monitoring
Systems
Research and Innovation
Shift2Rail Initiative
Systems Modeling Language
Technical Demonstrators
Train Integrity
Use Case
An industrial consortium to develop ERTMS/ETCS
technical specifications
User Requirements
Vehicle to Infrastructure
Vehicle to Vehicle
Wagon On-Board Unit
Work Packages
Wireless Sensor Network
X2Rail 2 project from IP2
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3 Background
The present document constitutes the Deliverable D3.2 “Detailed specification of train’s wireless
backbone infrastructure” in the framework of the S2R FR8RAIL WP3 of IP5, Task 3.1.
Refinement of the Use Cases described in previous deliverable, evaluation of the used
methodology, analysis of the wOBU system operational scenario and the overview of the high level
architecture build the basis for this deliverable. Contributions from railway mobility and logistics
service providers and suppliers of railway equipment are an integral part of this deliverable.
All other deliverables of WP3 ‘Telematics & Electrification’ are connected with this report. This
deliverable describes the methodology and the specification of the operational scenario and high
level architecture for train’s wireless backbone.
Existing synergies within Shift2rail, with IP2 TD2.5 (On-Board Train Integrity) will be used, and in
following stages the development of specific application of wireless-backbone technology for onboard EoT solution is envisaged. IP2 WP3 (Adaptable Communications) and IP2 WP7 (Smart
Wayside Objects) are aligned with the study of the State of the Art communications protocols
detailed in chapter 2.
WP3 is closely aligned with WP6 ‘High level System architecture and integration’ and WP2
‘Condition based and Predictive Maintenance’. It has also relation with the Open Call project
INNOWAG and with X2R2 WP4 ‘Train Integrity’ from IP2 of Shift2Rail.
The works performed in this deliverable will be used in the early stage of FR8RAIL II to give a first
approach to the system architecture.
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4 Objective/Aim
The objective of WP3 is the definition of the requirements of telematics technologies (including
hardware, software and algorithms), which will provide essential input information for different
applications such as condition based and predictive maintenance, logistic services, traffic
management, real time network management and intelligent gate terminals.
The development comprises mainly a wagon On-Board Unit, different modules of a wagon and
cargo monitoring system for maintenance and logistic purposes and also systems for on board and
wayside communication such as integrity or coupling services. In this deliverable the wOBU
development will be analysed in an operational way. The wOBU will be the basis for being able to
implement applications, such as automatic train set-up functionalities as well as a technical
solution to provide information about the train to the Train Control and Monitoring System
(TCMS).
The objectives of this deliverable are:
 Refine and extend the Use Cases defined in in deliverable D3.1 of WP3.
 Provide a first specification of the wOBU as a transponder for addressing the current and
future freight services, by performing a detailed operational analysis to identify what the
users need to be accomplished by the system.
 Give an overview of the high level architecture of the wireless backbone infrastructure
system.
The main results are the safety-related requirements in the design process of proposed wirelessbackbone infrastructure. They will facilitate the later adaptation of the wireless backbone
technology to more specific safety requirements coming from specific safety-related applications.
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5 Use Cases Refinement
The refinement of the Use Case consists of extending the explanation given in deliverable 3.1
(D3.1) Chapter 4.2 (1). First, a summary of the Use Case is given, and after that, an explanation
about how the innovation improves the current solution. The refinement of the Use Case includes
a short analysis of the needs that the users expect from the future system to accomplish.
Furthermore, the Operational Scenarios for each Use Case are briefly described in order to identify
the Operational Capabilities of the system.

5.1 Use Case 1: Continuous Condition Monitoring
The Continuous Condition Monitoring Use Case is described in D3.1. This UC highlights the need
for on-board condition monitoring in the context of predictive maintenance and provision of realtime safety information.
Collecting data on-board, in-service can reduces the amount of human inspection through
automated monitoring, provides mass data, which enable the use of suitable big data solutions for
predictive modelling of maintenance tasks and hence improves reliability and safety.
Traditionally, freight wagons do not hold the electrification and telematics to provide these
services.
Within FR8RAIL WP 3 the aim is to find technological solutions to overcome these limitations. A
Wagon Monitoring System (WMS), as analysed in in D3.5, will allow the continuous monitoring of
the wheel-to-rail contact, the vehicle itself and related noise emissions.
The WMS and the wOBU are part of a WSN, where the WMS provides the source nodes in form of
autonomous sensors and the wOBU a sink node. The wOBU in this case allows data pre-processing,
storage, and transmission to the locomotive and wayside.
The integration of on-board and wayside monitoring data is described in D3.6. On-board and
wayside condition monitoring can be used to derive real-time safety information in form of prewarning measures and in a later stage for predictive maintenance.

5.2 Use Case 2: Automatic Coupler
As stated in D3.1, section 4.2.2, the Automatic Coupler UC is presented. The Automatic Coupler
comprises the Coupler Head and Draft gear. The function of the Coupler Head is to couple two
wagons, and the Draft gear is the element responsible for providing elasticity and damping,
between the coupler head and the wagon underframe. The latter mentioned is necessary because
the impacts during the coupling operations can damage the wagon or the cargo. Two complete
couplers are mounted at both sides of each wagon, fixed to the wagon underframe.
G A H2020 – 730617
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The current couplers in Europe are most of all based on the standard UIC Screw Coupler. This is a
manual connexion that uses a hook and a chain to connect wagons. This mechanism has been
widely used along the years, but with the current logistic and cost demands, this system represents
a significant limitation in the operational capabilities and cost optimization of the freight transport
in Europe.
The limitations of the current UIC Screw Coupler solution are:
1. Personnel risks: The manual access to the area between wagons should be minimized,
because the number of operations is high and the risk of being damaged increases.
2. High operational costs: Manual train composition operations lead to high operational
costs.
3. Reduced load capacity: The current Screw Coupler has a limited load capacity that limits
the maximum train length and load. The maximum operational speeds are reduced
because of the limited acceleration and deceleration transmitted forces.
4. Higher derailment risk: The use of side buffers between vehicles, required for the use of
the Screw Coupler solution, induce higher forces between wagons. These forces occur
during curve negotiation, leading to higher lateral reaction forces between the wheel and
the rail, thus, increasing the risk of derailment.
5. Higher damage to the rolling stock and infrastructure: The higher contact forces between
the wheel and the rail lead to higher damage to both, increasing the infrastructure access
fees and maintenance costs of the rolling stock.
6. No electric power on-board: The current couplers are not provided with electric power onboard, limiting the possibility to include new functionalities such as the CBM, Geolocation,
and Cargo Monitoring.
The new solution that is being developed in the present project, covers these demands and
provides additional features that will enhance the capabilities of the freight transport in Europe,
based on Table 1, with Business Needs (BN)/User Requirements (UR):
1. Higher safety to the staff: The automatization of the shunting operations BN5, will
minimize the manual intervention and therefore, reduce the risk of damage.
2. Reduced operational costs: The automatization of shunting operations and composition
times will minimize the staff required for operation.
3. Reduced access fees and maintenance costs: The new central buffer coupler will reduce
the reaction forces between wagons BN4, this means that the reaction forces between
wheel and the rail will be lower, leading to reduced damage in the infrastructure and rolling
stock.
4. Longer trains: The possibility to transmit higher tractive and compressive loads will allow
operating longer trains BN6’, UR7’ at higher speeds, reducing the infrastructure occupancy.
G A H2020 – 730617
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5. Additional features: Electric connections between wagons will allow the use of electronic
devices and on-board sensing system, for additional functionalities BN6, such as
geolocation, CBM and cargo monitoring.

5.3 Use Case 3: Cargo Monitoring System
The Cargo Monitoring System Use Case is described in D3.1, following the Reference Scenarios.
This UC studies the Cargo Status Tracking and Logistics Planning and Maintenance.
In the current freight environment, the sharing of Cargo Information is not automatized during the
trip. In an automatized scenario, the goods managers need to have information about the cargo
status and its location in real-time in order to improve the logistics planning on the fly.
The wOBU solves the Cargo Status monitoring problem by introducing composition
computerization and cargo logistics applications. The innovative solution allows the CMS to access
shared data about the wOBU and the cargo status in a controlled zone. Furthermore, through the
wOBU and the CMS, this information could be available on real-time for the logistics and
distribution managers, allowing them to improve the logistics planning. In addition, the CMS
should be able to access maintenance historical data in order to predict, or efficiently schedule,
maintenance of the cargo containers.
This UC has to provide solutions to several needs, like composition computerization, cargo
movement or cargo predictive logistics and maintenance, among others.
Composition Computerization, which will be specified in an Operational Scenario, may allow the
customization of the locomotive settings per train composition on the fly. To do this, it is necessary
to perform a cargo status diagnosis and the system must be able to detect cargo failures like cargo
movement or cargo break down. This scenario is aligned with BN7, BN8 and UR8 described in
D3.1.
Cargo Logistics, which will be specified in an Operational Scenario, has to implement the Logistic
workflow in order to produce historical data to improve the logistics planning and allow the
managers to access this data. This scenario is aligned with BN7 and BN10 described in D3.1.
Cargo Maintenance, which will be specified in an Operational Scenario, must implement the
Maintenance workflow in order to produce historical data to support a predictive maintenance of
the Cargo and allow Maintainers to keep Cargo containers in optimal conditions. This scenario is
aligned with BN1, BN2 and BN9 described in D3.1.

5.4 Use Case 4: On-Board Positioning
The On-Board Positioning System Use Case is described in D3.1, following the Reference Scenario.
This UC studies the on-board positioning functionality.
G A H2020 – 730617
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In the current freight environment, positioning services are included with the aim of enabling other
applications. The innovative solution proposed in this project allows the intelligent wagon to
provide its position for operational and logistics purposes together with CMS, and for maintenance
and safety purposes together with WMS. This information could be available in real-time for the
corresponding stakeholders. Two positioning strategies are foreseen: stand-alone wagon
positioning and collaborative positioning of the train, where the loco would help to improve the
wagon position estimation accuracy. The stand-alone wagon positioning is aligned with BN11
described in D3.1 and the collaborative positioning is aligned with BN12, DN13, UR9 and UR10
described in D3.1.
This UC provides solutions to several needs, like composition computerization, and to the
functions of CMS and WMS.





Composition computerization will be specified in an Operational Scenario, which the
freight train composition identification is included with the use of the positioning
information.
CMS functions will be specified in an Operational Scenario which has to implement the
Cargo Logistics and Cargo Maintenance that needs the positioning information.
WMS functions will be specified in an Operational Scenario which has to implement the
Wagon Maintenance that needs the positioning information.

5.5 Use Case 5: On-Board Train Integrity
The On-Board Train Integrity (OTI) Use Case is described in D3.1, following the Reference
Scenarios. This UC studies the increase of rail line capacity in order to reduce OPEX time and costs
through automatic and continuous train integrity. The refinement comes from the study of OTI
Use Case and the following UNISIG subsets from ERA:




Subset 0.26 v340: System Specification (2)
Subset 0.34 v310: Train Interface FIS (3)
Subset 0.37 v310: EuroRadio FIS (4)

In the current freight environment, the Train Integrity (TI) is provided by a cable from head to tail
installed during the inauguration and do not provide continuous integrity information to the
locomotive on the fly.
The innovative solution solves the Train integrity issue allowing the locomotive On-Board Unit
(lOBU) to act as a transponder able to establish the communication between train and tail through
wireless technologies. In this way, the lOBU will check TI and perform the inauguration needing
only a first-time human intervention. Furthermore, the wOBU network introduces the ability to
know the train integrity during the trip in real-time. This new functionality will allow the
composition to enter in level 3 ERTMS areas.
G A H2020 – 730617
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This UC has to provide solutions to several needs, like wireless TI checking at inauguration, TI loss
detection or automatic and continuous OTI during the trip, among others.
The train inauguration will be specified in an Operational Scenario, which may allow to perform
the inauguration. To do this, it is necessary to check the composition and establish the
communication. This scenario is aligned with BN17, UR11 and UR12 described in D3.1.
The OTI, which will be specified in an Operational Scenario, provides the train control systems a
safe and secure external source of integrity. This will enable faster, even on the fly, consist
creation. To do this, a safe and secure communication between head and end of train must be
established in order to exchange odometry statuses. This can be used to calculate the integrity of
the consist. This scenario is aligned with BN7 and BN10 described in D3.1.
TI loss detection will be specified in an Operational Scenario, which explains the workflow in case
of losing train integrity or. This scenario is aligned with BN1, BN2 and BN9 described in D3.1.

5.6 Use Case 6: Wayside – On-Board Monitoring Data Integration
The Wayside On-Board Monitoring Data Integration use case is described in D3.1 and D3.6,
following reference scenarios. This use case describes the data integration process between
wayside monitoring systems and on-board ones and the ways the collected information is used
for different purposes, with a particular focus on intelligent asset maintenance.
In current railway systems, a certain number of wayside train monitoring solutions, such as Hot
Axle Bearing Detectors, are already present in the market from several years. These systems are
mainly used for safety purpose, e.g. to prevent derailment, or a few cases for infrastructure
maintenance related issues. There is still a great potential to use the same information, enriched
with the one obtained directly from on board monitoring systems, for other purposes, such as
wagon maintenance logistics and safety issues of dangerous freight.
Existing monitoring systems are being boosted by new generation ones, currently under
development in IP3 Railway Information Measuring and Monitoring Systems (RIMMS) to obtain
even more accurate and complete information on transiting trains such as 3D gauge profile
clearance, high definition 2D images for automatic measurement, equivalent conicity of running
wheels and wheel defects in general, etc.
Intelligent Video Gates (IVG) set at terminals entry points retrieve wagons and load identification
and monitoring parameters, including those related to dangerous freight. These are other wayside
systems, currently under development in IP5 FR8HUB project, considered in this Use Case.
Wayside monitoring systems are installed at certain specific points along a line and belong to the
Infrastructure Manager. The information obtained by these systems is a one shot type,
representing the state of the train during its passage at the monitoring point. On-board monitoring
systems on the other hand perform continuous monitoring on certain parameters, with a
G A H2020 – 730617
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frequency of the order of one or several minutes. These systems belong to the fleet operator,
wagon owner or the company in charge of maintenance. The two types of systems are
complementary, being the set of monitoring parameters probably overlapping, but for sure not
the same, and the characteristics of the information collected, e.g. accuracy and completeness,
different. By integrating the information obtained by both types of systems a more complete vision
of the wagons and load current situation is obtained.
This use case provides solutions to several needs, such as:


Wagon and Infrastructure reactive and predictive maintenance activities



Diagnostics of on-board monitoring systems, by comparing them with wayside monitoring
ones or by performing outlier detection analysis



Tracking of train, wagon and goods for logistics purposes



Automation of terminal inbound/outbound operations related to Intelligent Video Gates



Train composition and wagon/load identification for Traffic Management and logistics
purposes



Safety related issues, such as derailment prevention and dangerous freight monitoring



Operation issues such as Timetable planning and Automatic Train Operation (ATO)

5.7 Conclusion
To sum up this chapter, it is important to remark that the wOBU, acting as a transponder for
current and future services, needs to monitor the entire composition. As part of the system,
coupling, positioning and integrity sensors, together with sensors installed in the cargo, must
report the required data along the composition. To reach this objective, the system should be
based on a point-to-point network which distribute different WSN nodes along the composition in
order to gather and transmit data among them to the transponder (or transponders in case that
there are more than one installed over the composition).

G A H2020 – 730617
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6 Operational Analysis
The aim of this chapter is to perform an operational analysis in order to build the operational
scenarios related to the inputs received from D3.1.
This operational analysis guides us to describe more accurately the refined UC. First of all, the
methodology based in Arcadia is presented in order to describe the process followed from the UC
to a first operational architecture approach. The different UCs which have been refined in the
previous chapter and the Business Needs and User Requirements extracted from deliverable 3.1
(D3.1) Chapter 7.4 will help us to define the capabilities of the system.
Once the Operational Capabilities are defined, actors and entities should be inferred from the UC
refinement, and finally, activities and the relations among them have to be defined. To sum up
this process followed in the current deliverable, the following flow diagram is presented:

Fig. 1: Methodology flow diagram

6.1 Methodology
This subchapter explains the methodology used to build the model to perform the analysis of the
Use Case solution. For this purpose, Arcadia methodology defined and developed by Thales (5) will
be useful, as far as it has been used in a high number of projects over a variety of domains, such
as avionic, rail system, satellite system, etc. (6) This methodology, based on Model Based System
Engineering (MBSE) using SysML language, is thought in this work package (and incoming projects
derived from FR8RAIL) to reach the following goals among others:



Understand the user needs and objectives.
Define a shared system architecture that involves different stakeholders.
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Validate in an early stage the system and the high level architecture.

Arcadia presents different working levels to guide the user in the different steps during the
architecture design. The structure of this four levels is presented in the image and explained
below.

Fig. 2: Arcadia working levels


Operational Analysis: This top high level focuses on what the users of the system need to
accomplish. It is an analysis of the issues by identifying the need and goals and also the
actors and entities that interacts with the system. At the end, operational scenarios must
be described to define a set of operational goals and a sequence of steps that are involved
in it. An overview of the recommended design flow for the operational analysis
performance is presented:
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Fig. 3: Operational Analysis workflow



System Architecture: This second level focuses on what the system has to accomplish for
the Users, by defining how the system can satisfy the previous operational needs. At the
end, the System Architecture level consists in a functional analysis which lead us to identify
the functions needed by the users. An overview of the recommended design flow for the
operational analysis performance is presented:
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Fig. 4: System Architecture workflow


Logical Architecture: This level is based on the design of internal functional system
components. The work performed on this stage has to focus on identifying the logical
components used to perform the internal sub functions, as well as their relationships and
properties. It do not include yet physical implementation or technological issues (6). At the
end, the Logical Architecture describes how the system will work in order to accomplish
the logical requirements and expectations. An overview of the recommended design flow
for the operational analysis performance is presented:
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Fig. 5: Logical Architecture workflow


Physical Architecture: This level follows the work performed on the previous Logical
Architecture step and defines the final architecture of the system. In other words, Physical
Architecture evolves Logical Architecture according to the technological requirements of
the system that might be implemented in the physical layer. This level has to define the
physical components such as hardware and software components in order to carry out the
functions previously defined.
The formalisation of the model has to be accomplished in this stage in order to define more
accurately how the system has to be developed. Physical Architecture must be deeply
linked with the requirements set on the first operational analysis of the system. An
overview of the recommended design flow for the operational analysis performance is
presented:
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Fig. 6: Physical Architecture workflow
A final End Product Breakdown Structure (EPBS) step could be developed when the physical
architecture is complete, in order to define the conditions that the physical components should
reach to accomplish the architecture constraints and issues derived of the previous stages. As it is
explained in the referenced document (6) this method is usually implemented top-down, but is
open to be also implemented bottom-down.
The scope of this deliverable only contemplates a first specification of the backbone wireless
infrastructure. For this purpose, only a first approach to the architecture of the system is needed.
In order to do that, only the operational analysis level will be implemented on this stage of the
work. In future works, this operational analysis will be used to define the system architecture in a
deeper way.
In order to define the scope of this operational analysis, the following steps must be explained in
the next subchapters:






Operational Capabilities definition
Actors and entities description
Operational Activities and interactions
System Architecture Context description
Operational Scenarios
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6.2 Operational Capabilities
In this first step, the operational capabilities are introduced and defined. A capability is the ability
of an organization to provide a service that supports the achievement of high-level operational
goals. The Operational Capabilities define the basis of the operational scenario and everything else
is built around this.
The UCs refinement performed in the previous chapter together with the analysis of the Business
Needs and User Requirements attached to each Use Case allow us to identify the operational
capabilities that the system has to implement, in order to provide a more detailed description of
the UC features. After analysing these topics, the following capabilities are inferred:














Continuous On-Board Condition Monitoring: This capability allows to access information
on the sensor functioning and wagon condition in real time.
Cargo Status Tracking: This capability allows the CMS to access data about the cargo status
in a controlled zone and allows the customization of the locomotive settings on the fly.
Logistics Planning: This capability allows goods managers to improve logistics planning
accessing current and historical data.
Predictive Maintenance Services: This capability provides maintenance for cargo, wagon
and track, in order to reduce costs.
Cargo Failures: This capability gets information on cargo failures.
Wagon On-board Positioning Detection: This capability allows the wagon to know its
position and provides the information to WMS, to CMS and to the track or the lOBU.
Train Inauguration: This capability performs the inauguration automatically needing only
an initial human check of the Train Integrity.
Continuous Train Integrity Monitoring: This capability allows the lOBU to check Train
Integrity in any moment in order to reduce OPEX time and cost.
Automatic Train Composition: This capability allows the automation of shunting and
marshalling operations and coupling/uncoupling operations.
Reduced damage: This capability allows the damage reduction through central buffer
coupler and transmission of higher longitudinal forces.
Train Integrity Signals: This capability provides information about the status of the
couplers on the fly, detecting the state of the coupling and preventing uncoupling risks.
Longer trains: This capability allows to increment the track capacity by introducing longer
trains.
Additional features: This capability allows the integration of additional features such as
On-Board Power Supply.

The following table establish the links between Business Needs/User Requirements and the
different capabilities explained above.
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Capabilities

UR/BN

Continuous On-Board Condition Monitoring

BN3 & UR2: Real Time Condition Monitoring

Cargo Status Tracking

BN7: Composition Computerization
BN8: Cargo movement

Logistics Planning

BN10: Cargo Predictive Logistics

Predictive Maintenance Services

BN1: Condition based and predictive maintenance of wagons
BN2: Condition based and predictive maintenance of tracks
BN9: Cargo Predictive Maintenance

Cargo Failures Detection

UR8: Cargo Break Down

Wagon On-Board Positioning Detection

BN11: Stand-alone positioning
BN12/BN13/UR9/UR10: Collaborative positioning

Train Inauguration

BN17: Increase capacity
UR11: Human TI checking
UR12: ERTMS level 3

Continuous Train Integrity Monitoring

BN14: Wireless TI Checking
BN15: Automatic and Continuous TI
BN16: TI Loss detection

Automatic Train Composition

BN5: Rationalization of coupling process
UR3: Automatic uncoupling
UR4: Automatic coupling

Reduced damage to the infrastructure and
Rolling stock

BN4: Central buffer coupler

Train integrity signals

UR5: State detection
UR6: Accidental uncoupling
UR7: Preliminary coupling inspection

Longer trains

BN6’ (new business need): Higher load capacity
UR7’ (new UR): 1050 m train lengths

Additional features

BN6: Electric on-board power supply

Table 1: Capabilities and UR/BN Link
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6.3 Actors and Entities
This subsection contains the description of each entity and actor involved in the operational
scenario. After defining capabilities, entities and actors must be specified in order to give a first
approach of the operational context. An Operational Entity is a real world entity interacting with
the system under study or with its users. Actors and entities are defined in order to explain which
capabilities are linked with, taking into account the information given in the UC refinement.
The next diagram illustrate the Operational Capabilities diagram system and the relationships
among capabilities and operational actors and entities:

Fig. 7: Operational Capabilities
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The description of each entity and actor involved in the scenario is given below:


Freight Trains: This entity represents the Freight Trains. Thanks to the wOBU acting as a
centralized transponder, all use case capabilities are associated to this entity.



Stand-Alone Wagon: This entity represents the wagon that is not part of the Freight Train.
This entity has only one capability associated:
o Wagon-On-Board Positioning Detection



Train Services Systems: This entity represents Cargo and Wagon Monitoring System and
Traffic Management Systems. The capabilities associated to this entity are:
o Train Inauguration
o Continuous Train Integrity Monitoring
o Continuous On-Board Condition Monitoring
o Predictive Maintenance Services
o Cargo Status Tracking
o Cargo Failures
o Automatic Train Composition
o Train Integrity Signals
o Wagon On-Board Positioning Detection
o Additional Features



Logistics and Distribution Managers: This entity represents Goods Managers. The
capabilities associated to this entity are:
o Cargo Failures
o Logistics Planning
o Cargo Status Tracking



Maintainers and Operators: This entity represents Cargo, Track and Wagon Maintainers.
The capabilities associated to this entity are:
o Predictive Maintenance Services
o Logistics Planning
o Cargo Status Tracking



Coupler System: This entity represents the coupling systems in the freight train. The
capabilities associated to this entity are:
o Longer Trains
o Reduced Damage
o Automatic Train Composition
o Train Integrity signals
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6.4 Operational Activities
In this subchapter, the activities implemented in the architecture design are shown. An
Operational Activity is a process step or function performed toward achieving some objective, by
entities that could necessitate using the future system for this.
The requirements extracted from the analysis performed in D3.1 were introduced at the
operational analysis level together with the information updated in the UC refinement. From these
requirements most of the activities were defined. In future FR8RAIL and derived projects works, a
review will be performed and the requirements will be matching to the Operational Activities in a
more refined manner.
The activities exchange services or processes through interactions. The relation among several
activities and interactions composes the operational process. The operational processes involved
in the Operational Analysis are the following:
 Asset Data: This process describes the interaction between the WSNs, the wOBU and the
Monitoring Systems during the data asset gathering and processing, both for train
information and for cargo information. The activities involved in this process are described
below:


Asset Data Management: This activity manages and orders data request of the
WSN/Actuators. This activity interacts with:
o Access Asset Data Request by sending a request to ask for asset data, and
receives this information from that activity.



Access Asset Data Request: This activity receives the request from the management
system and sends a gather data request to sensors. The activity interacts with:
o Asset Data Management to send the data previously requested.
o Gather Data to request the information collection.
o Receive Data to get the data collected.



Gather Data: Once the Diagnosis Option is selected in the Maintenance Suite, this
activity collect data from all the sensors. It interacts with:
o Access Asset Data Request to receive the order for data collection.
o Receive Data to send gathered data once the data collection is done.



Receive data: This activity receives logistics and maintenance data and transmit it to
the Management Systems. This activity interacts with:
o Gather Data to receive collected information.
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o

Access Asset Data Request in order to present the asset data.

The activities and the interactions among them involved in this process are shown in the
following diagram:

Fig. 8: Asset Data Operational Activity

 Logistics: This process involves requesting data, goods managing, and reports generation,
among other activities. The activities involved in this process are described below:


Goods Management: This activity allows Goods Managers to order diagnosis and
perform Logistics planning. It interacts with:
o Logistics Management System to send logistics request according to the
logistics planning.



Logistics Management System: This activity manages Logistics Operation and access to
the train information. It interacts with:
o Goods Management to send logistics updates once the logistics operation are
performed (or not, in case of a cargo failure or integrity loss).
o On-Board Unit Logistics Suite to connect Train Services Systems with the OnBoard Units allocated on the freight trains, in order to exchange logistics
information and updates.
o Logistics Actuation to send logistics order to the maintainers and operators.
o Logistics Status Update to receive the status of the work performed by
maintainers and operators.
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Logistics Actuation: This activity describes the actuation of the logistics operators. It
interacts with:
o Logistics Management System to receive the logistics order to perform along
the freight trains.
o Logistics Status Update to confirm the works performed through a log message
which will be sent to the Train Service Systems.



Logistics Status Update: Once the logistics operators finish their job, they have to
update the Status. This activity interacts with:
o Logistics Actuation to receive the log of the works performed by maintainers
and operators.
o Logistics Management System to send the status of the logistics operation.



On-Board Unit Logistics Suite: This activity manages the gathering data process and
provides current and historical logistics data to the Management System when this
entity access the freight train services. It interacts with:
o Logistics Management System to send logistics status information from the
sensors installed in the cargo.
o Gather Data to request cargo information.
o Receive Data to receive the information requested.
o Critical Cargo Failure to send the failure information when the diagnosis
previously performed shows a problem with the cargo.



Gather data: Once the Diagnosis Option is selected, this activity collects data from all
the sensors. This activity, also used in Asset Data, now interacts with:
o On-Board Unit Logistics Suite to receive diagnosis orders in order to start
collecting the cargo sensor data.
o Receive data to send gathered data from the cargo sensors.



Receive data: This activity receives L&M data and transmit it to the Management
Systems. This activity, also used previously in Asset Data, now interacts with:
o Gather Data to receive collected information from cargo sensors.
o On-Board Unit Logistics Suite in order to present the diagnosis data.



Critical Cargo Failure: When a cargo failure happens, the On-Board Logistics Unit raises
a critical cargo failure alarm in the train. This activity interacts with:
o On-Board Unit Logistics Suite to get the notification of a cargo failure and also
the information related to this failure.
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o Stop Train to raise the order to stop the train if necessary. This order must be
validated by the driver once he received the cargo failure information from the
On-Board Unit Logistics Suite.


Stop Train: This activity stops the train due to a wagon/cargo failure or integrity loss. It
interacts with:
o Critical Cargo Failure to receive the cargo failure alarm and the stop train
request.

The activities and the interactions among them involved in this process are shown in the
following diagram:

Fig. 9: Logistics Operational Activity
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 Maintenance: The Maintenance Operational Process describes the interaction between
Monitoring Systems, maintainers and the freight trains. It involves both diagnosis and
maintenance request. The activities involved in this process are described below:


Maintenance Management System: This activity manages Maintenance & Diagnosis
Operations and access to the train information. This activity interacts with:
o On-Board Unit Maintenance Suite to receive the maintenance orders to
perform along the freight trains, including diagnosis request or data provision
from the different sensors.
o Create Maintenance Sheet Request to ask for maintenance to maintainers and
operators through an application.
o Maintenance Status Update to receive the results of the maintenance works
performed by the maintainers.



On-Board Unit Maintenance Suite: This activity manages the gathering data process
and provides current and historical data to the Management System when this entity
access the freight train services. This activity interacts with:
o Maintenance Management System to send the diagnosis data and the wagon
and cargo status to the monitoring systems.
o Gather Data to request wagon information.
o Receive Data to receive the information requested.



Gather Data: Once the Diagnosis Option is selected in the Maintenance Suite, this
activity collect data from all the sensors. This activity, also used in Asset Data and
Logistics, now interacts with:
o On-Board Unit Maintenance Suite to receive diagnosis request in order to start
collecting the wagon sensor data.
o Receive Data to send gathered data from the wagon sensors.



Receive data: This activity receives L&M data and transmit it to the Management
Systems. This activity, also used previously in Asset Data and Logistics, now interacts
with:
o Gather Data to receive collected information from wagon sensors.
o On-Board Unit Maintenance Suite in order to present the diagnosis data
previously requested.



Create Maintenance Sheet Request: This activity generates a Maintenance request for
the Maintainers.
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o Maintenance Management System to receive a maintenance actuation
request over a wagon.
o Maintainers Actuation to send to the maintainers the maintenance actuation
order.


Maintainers Actuation: This activity describes the actuation of the maintainers over
the track, the wagons or the cargo. This activity interacts with:
o Create Maintenance Sheet Request to receive the maintenance actuation
information to perform over a wagon.
o Maintenance Status Update to confirm the maintenance actuation and send
the results of the operation.



Maintenance Status Update: Once the maintainers finish their jobs, they have to
update the Status. It interacts with:
o Maintainers Actuation to receive the maintainer’s confirmation after
maintenance works.
o Maintenance Management System to send the maintenance actuation
update to the monitoring systems.

The activities and the interactions among them involved in this process are shown in the
following diagram:

Fig. 10: Maintenance Operational Activity
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 Train Integrity: This operational process involves wireless TI checking at inauguration, TI
loss detection or automatic and continuous OTI during the trip. The activities involved in this
process are described below:



Composition Monitoring System: This activity manages the composition and the
integrity of the train. This activity interacts with:
o Perform inauguration to send an inauguration request when a composition has
to be put together.
o Check composition to receive the inauguration results, with the integrity,
composition and coupling information.
o Check integrity to send an asynchronous request for On-Board Train Integrity
to the wOBU when the train start the trip in order to start sending integrity
data.



Perform Inauguration: This activity receives the request from the monitoring system
in order to prepare to TI checking and perform the inauguration in a semi-automatic
way. This activity interacts with:
o Check composition to send a request for collecting information during the
inauguration process concerning train integrity, positioning and coupling status.
o Composition Monitoring System to receive a perform inauguration request
when a composition has to be set up.



Check Composition: This activity sets up data to introduce the ability to know the OTI,
position and coupling status during the inauguration or the trip. This activity interacts
with:
o Composition Monitoring System (as a part of Wagon Monitoring System) in
order to send composition information to the train services systems after the
inauguration process or even when it is required by the monitoring systems
during the trip.
o Perform inauguration to receive the order for collecting the required
information for the inauguration process.
o Check integrity to receive integrity initial information in order to perform
inauguration. This interaction can also be used to receive integrity information
during the trip in order to collect complete information about the composition
status.



Check Integrity: This activity provides information about the integrity of the
composition. This activity interacts with:
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o Composition Monitoring System to receive an asynchronous (or even cyclic if
considered) request for On-Board Train Integrity data.
o Check Composition to send train integrity information to be collected together
with composition or coupling data during the inauguration process or during
the trip.
o Loss Integrity Detection when a communication loss is detected concerning
train integrity signals in order to send the information concerning this
communication loss and raise a warning.
o Identify train Tail to monitor the connection with the train tail along the
wireless backbone.
o Identify train Head to monitor the connection with the train head along the
wireless backbone.


Identify train Head: This activity identifies and connects to head of the train. This
activity interacts with:
o Check Integrity to send train head data.



Identify train Tail: This activity identifies and connects the tail of the train. This activity
interacts with:
o Check Integrity to send train tail data.



Loss Integrity Detection: When train integrity is lost, this activity is raised in order to
prevent the driver and stop the train. This activity interacts with:
o Check integrity to receive a warning when a communication loss concerning
train integrity occurs.
o Stop train to raise an alarm to the freight train driver in order to send a stop
train request.



Stop Train: This activity stops the train due to a wagon/cargo failure or integrity loss.
This activity interacts with:
o Loss integrity Detection to receive a request for stopping the train when an
integrity loss occurs.

The activities and the interactions among them involved in this process are shown in the
following diagram:
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Fig. 11: Train Integrity Operational Activity

 Positioning: This operational process provides a position estimate of the locomotive, the
wagon or a given sensor depending on where the positioning system is installed. The
activities involved in this process are described below:



Composition Monitoring System: This activity manages the composition and the
integrity of the train. This activity interacts with:
o Stand-alone Wagon Identification to send position information request to a
Stand-alone wagon.
o Check Wagon position to exchange positioning data with the wOBU in order to
identify or provide position identification to a wagon or several wagons
allocated in a composition.
o Check Composition to receive inauguration data concerning wagon position
along the composition and complete composition data during the trip if it is
required.



Check Composition: This activity sets up data to introduce the ability to know the OTI,
position and coupling status during the inauguration or the trip. This activity interacts
with:
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o Composition Monitoring System to send composition information after the
inauguration process or even when it is required by the monitoring systems
during the trip.
o Check Wagon position to receive initial position of the wagons allocated in the
composition.


Check wagon position: This activity distribute the position request to the wagon
required and transmits the time and position to the trackside. This activity interacts
with:
o Composition Monitoring System to send wagon position information to the
WMS with the time and position to be transmitted to the trackside.
o Wagon Identification to send a request for wagon position and provides
composition information.



Wagon Identification: The positioning sensors report to the wOBU the estimated
position of a wagon or a sensor in the composition.
o Check Wagon Position to provide the wagon or sensor position information
along a composition.



Stand-alone Wagon Identification: This activity estimates and sends time and position
of a Stand-Alone Wagon to the trackside through the positioning function.
o Composition Monitoring System to send position information of a Stand-Alone
Wagon to the WMS.
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The activities and the interactions among them involved in this process are shown in the
following diagram:

Fig. 12: Positioning Operational Activity
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6.5 Operational Context Architecture
In Order to build an operational architecture which lead us to a high level architecture definition
and a system architecture, activities has to be allocated into the entities previously defined. With
this steps, the idea is to give an overview of how activities interacts among them in a freight railway
environment. Moreover, this operational context architecture will help us to start defining
interfaces between the different entities which are part of the system. In the following table,
activities allocation in entities are summarized:
Entities

Activities

Stand-Alone Wagon

Stand-Alone Wagon Identification

Goods Managers

Goods Management

Maintainers & Operators

Maintenance Status Update
Maintainers Actuation
Logistics Actuation
Logistics Status Update

Train Services Systems

Composition Monitoring System
Asset Data Management
Maintenance Management System
Create Maintenance Sheet Request
Logistics Management System
Perform Inauguration

Freight Trains

On-Board Unit Logistics Suite
On-Board Maintenance Suite
Access Asset Data Request
Gather Data
Receive Data
Critical Cargo Failure
Check Wagon Position
Wagon Identification
Check Composition
Coupling Inspection
Check Integrity
Identify Train Tail
Identify Train Head
Loss Integrity Detection
Stop Train

Table 2: Activities allocation in entities
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The system operational context architecture is illustrated on the following diagram:

Fig. 13: Operational Context Architecture

6.6 Operational Scenarios
The Operational Scenarios describe the behaviour of the Operational Capabilities by establishing
a dataflow among the involved activities and entities. A description of each scenario interactions
is shown in the following subchapters, following the next structure:








Brief description of the scenario.
Actors and entities involved in it.
Trigger.
Inputs and outputs data.
Normal workflow.
Alternative/Exception workflow (if exists).
Operational Scenario Diagram which contains entities and activities relations.

Due to this operational analysis is just an approach to the operational needs and goals, there are
capabilities which must be explained and developed in future updates of the system performance.
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6.6.1 Continuous On-Board Monitoring
The scenario is described in the following table and diagram:
Continuous On-Board Monitoring
Description

This Scenario describes the interaction between the Train
Services Systems and the freight trains. Once the user logs in
and selects the Maintenance Diagnosis option, the system
gathers new data and current asset data and combines with
historical data to show the current state of the assets and
maintenance status to the user.

Actors

Train Services Systems
Freight Trains

Trigger

The wOBU is deployed and Maintenance data must be
gathered.

Input data

Request from the Wagon Monitoring System for Maintenance
Diagnosis.

Workflow

1. The monitoring system sends a request for asset data
in order to check all the incoming data form the WSN.
2. The asset data is collected and sent to the monitoring
system.
3. Once this data is analyzed, a request for Maintenance
diagnosis is request in a cyclic way.
4. The status of the different WSN are gathered and sent
to the Wagon Monitoring System through the wOBU
backbone infrastructure.

Output data

WSN/Actuator Status

Table 3: Continuous On-Board Monitoring Scenario Description
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Fig. 14: Continuous On-Board Condition Monitoring
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6.6.2 Cargo Status Tracking
The scenario is described in the following table and diagram:
Cargo Status Tracking
Description

This Scenario describes the interaction between the Cargo
Monitoring Systems and the freight trains. Once the user logs
in and selects the Logistics Diagnosis option, the system
gathers new data and combines with historical data to show
the current state of the assets and cargo status to the user.

Actors

Train Services Systems
Freight Trains

Trigger

The wOBU is deployed and cargo data must be gathered and
analysed.

Input data

Request from the Cargo Monitoring System for Cargo Tracking.

Workflow

1. The Logistic Management System send a request in
order to identify the status of the cargo.
2. The On-Board Logistics Suite, through the wireless
backbone infrastructure request the cargo data
gathering.
3. The cargo sensors collect all the relevant data
(temperature, humidity, weight, …)
4. The On-Board Logistics Suite presents the collected
data to the Cargo Monitoring System.

Output data

Cargo Status.

Table 4: Cargo Status Tracking Scenario Description
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Fig. 15: Cargo Status Tracking
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6.6.3 Logistics Planning
The scenario is described in the following table and diagram:
Logistics Planning
Description

This Scenario describes the interaction between the Cargo
Monitoring Systems and operators and good managers. Once
the logistics data is received through the cargo status tracking,
goods managers arrange logistics plans and send it to the
maintainers in order to update the cargo configuration.

Actors

Train Services Systems
Goods Managers
Maintainers and Operators

Trigger

Cargo Status Tracking is performed and Cargo Status has to be
sent to the end user.

Input data

Cargo data to be sent in order to notify the Cargo status in case
new planning is needed.

Workflow

1. The Cargo Monitoring System, after receiving the
collected data, send the Logistics Status to the Goods
Managers through an application.
2. Attending Logistics diagnosis, Goods Managers update
the Logistics planning and send this output to Cargo
operators.
3. The operators performs the logistics actuation over
cargo and generate an update.
4. The update is sent to the Cargo Monitoring System and
the Good Managers.

Output data

Cargo Status updates.

Table 5: Logistics Planning Scenario Description
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Fig. 16: Logistics Planning
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6.6.4 Maintenance Actuation Services
The scenario is described in the following table and diagram:
Maintenance Actuation Services
Description

This Scenario describes the interaction between the Train
Service Systems and maintainers and operators. Once the
maintenance status data is received through the continuous
on-board monitoring, a maintenance sheet request is created
and sent to the maintainers in order to execute the
maintenance works.

Actors

Train Services Systems
Maintainers and Operators

Trigger

Continuous On-Board monitoring is being performed in a cyclic
way and wagon status has to be sent to the maintainers to
allow a predictive maintenance.

Input data

Maintenance data to be sent in order to notify the wagon
status.

Workflow

1. Once the maintenance data is received in a cyclic way,
the Wagon Monitoring System sends a Maintenance
Request to the maintainers when maintenance is
needed.
2. Maintainers perform maintenance over the wagon and
generate a status update.
3. The status update is sent to the Wagon Monitoring
System, as a part of the Train Services Systems.

Output data

Maintenance data update.

Table 6: Maintenance Actuation Services Scenario Description
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Fig. 17: Maintenance Actuation Services
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6.6.5 Cargo Failures
The scenario is described in the following table and diagram:
Cargo Failures
Description

This Scenario describes the interaction between the freight
trains, the Cargo Monitoring Systems and goods managers.
When a cargo failure is detected through the cargo status
tracking, the information related to this failure is sent to the
good managers to create a new logistics planning. When the
cargo failure is critic, the train must raise and alarm and stop
the train if necessary.

Actors

Train Services Systems
Freight Trains
Goods Managers

Trigger

Once Cargo Diagnosis is done, a cargo failure is detected.

Input data

Workflow

Output data

Information about a critical cargo failure.

1. A cargo failure is detected during the cargo status
tracking.
2. This information is sent to the Goods Managers in
order to establish a new planning and an actuation if it
is needed.
3. In parallel, if the cargo failure is critical, the Cargo
Monitoring System raises an alarm which is sent to the
driver.
4. The driver, as an actor of the freight trains, receives the
recommendation of stopping the train.
Cargo failure notification.
Stop train request.

Table 7: Cargo Failures Scenario Description
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Fig. 18: Cargo Failures
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6.6.6 Train Inauguration
The scenario is described in the following table and diagram:
Train Inauguration
Description

This Scenario describes the interaction between the freight
trains and the Monitoring Systems. The process for a semiautomatic train inauguration is described in the scenario,
gathering integrity initial data and also coupling status.
Composition data is provided in order to notify the monitoring
system the wagon and sensors distribution along the
composition.

Actors

Train Services Systems
Freight Trains

Trigger

A new composition has to be built in order to start a trip.

Input data

Workflow

Output data

Inauguration request.

1. The monitoring systems send an inauguration request.
2. A first coupling inspection is performed.
3. The integrity sensors are discovered in order to
establish the new composition.
4. In parallel, the wOBU notify wagon position.
5. The composition is checked and the wOBU sends the
inauguration data already validated to the monitoring
systems.
Inauguration process checked.

Table 8: Train Inauguration Scenario Description
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Fig. 19: Train Inauguration
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6.6.7 Continuous Train Integrity Monitoring
The scenario is described in the following table and diagram:
Continuous Train Integrity Monitoring
Description

This Scenario describes the interaction between the freight
trains and the Monitoring Systems during the trip. After train
inauguration, the route starts and the Composition Monitoring
System is receiving integrity data from the wOBU.

Actors

Train Services Systems
Freight Trains

Trigger

The inauguration process has been performed and the train is
on its trip.

Input data

On-Board Train Integrity (OTI) Request

Workflow

1. The monitoring systems send a train integrity request
to the wOBU, to start sending integrity data.
2. In a cyclic way, train integrity data is gathered, by
identifying the sensors in the head and the tail of the
train in order to check that train integrity have not
been lost.
3. With the data collected, the wOBU processes data and
sends the train integrity status.

Alternative Workflow

1. The monitoring systems send a train integrity request
to the wOBU, to start sending integrity data.
2. In a cyclic way, train integrity data is gathered, by
identifying the sensors in the head and the tail of the
train in order to check that train integrity have not
been lost.
3. With the data collected, the wOBU processes data and
sends the train integrity status.
4. If an integrity loss occurs, an alarm is raised.
5. Once this alarm is raised, the wOBU sends to the driver
a stop train request.

Output data

Train integrity data
Stop train request

Table 9: Continuous Train Integrity Monitoring Scenario Description
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Fig. 20: Continuous Train Integrity Monitoring
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6.6.8 Wagon On-Board Positioning Detection
The scenario is described in the following table and diagram:
Wagon On-Board Positioning Detection
Description

This Scenario describes the interaction between the freight
trains, the Stand-alone Wagon and the Monitoring Systems.
After train inauguration the composition monitoring system
can provide wagon position and also checks this position, both
for a stand-alone wagon and for a wagon which is integrate in
the composition (including when the wOBU is allocated in this
wagon)

Actors

Train Services Systems
Freight Trains
Stand-alone Wagon

Trigger

A request for the position information is launched.

Input data
Workflow

Output data

Positioning detection information request.
1. Once the train inauguration process is performed, the
composition monitoring system can ask for a position
or provide position information to a wagon.
2. The request is sent to a Stand-Alone wagon or to a
wagon integrated in a composition.
3. The wagon receives the information about its position
and check or confirms this position.
4. The wagon position information is sent to the train
services systems.
Wagon position information.

Table 10: Wagon On-Board Positioning Detection Scenario Description
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Fig. 21: Wagon On-Board Positioning Detection
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7 High Level Architecture
From the analysis of the use cases and in agreement with the operational architecture explained
in the previous chapter, it was possible to release a first approach for the architecture of the
wireless backbone infrastructure system.
Starting with the analysis performed in DEWI Project (7) for integrity solution in freight train lines,
the solution proposed was based in one node per wagon. This node collects the information
provided by the integrity WSN and establish wireless communication with the correspondent
integrity coordinator of the adjacent wagon, in order to carry the information towards the head
of the train. From the On-Board Unit installed in the locomotive, the information is carried to the
business layer. Using 802.15.4 protocol (ZigBee or 6LoWPAN) wireless communication is
guaranteed.
From the structure implemented in DEWI project, and having into account that the Use Cases
defined in the FR8RAIL WP3 D3.1 and refined in the present document requires several sensors
for different purposes in each wagon and also in the cargo, a new proposal for the high level
architecture can be provided. The following functions are explained below:












CMS: Applications running on the service layer collecting, treating and serving the cargo
information to the end users.
WMS: Applications running on the service layer collecting, treating and serving the wagon
information to the end users.
Other services: Applications running on the service layer collecting, treating and serving
additional services such as train integrity, coupling, etc.
Data aggregation: Common service in charge of the aggregation of the data from the
wOBUs. This reduces the probability of clogging the services of the business layer.
wOBU: Entity that regards the backbone networking and current and future services
capabilities but it also offers connection to the On-Board WSNs. The wOBU provides
networking and transport layer capabilities.
WSN Coordinator: This module will gather the data from the different WSNs. This module
will be agnostic to the content (data) and will work as an application router managing
inputs and outputs.
Logistics WSN: Module in charge of gathering data from the On-Board sensors installed in
the cargo.
Maintenance WSN: Module in charge of gathering data from the On-Board sensors
installed in the wagon for maintenance purposes.
TI WSN: WSNs installed in the wagon in charge of gathering train integrity data
(accelerometer, GPS, RSSI, etc.)
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I/O Cards: In charge of gathering data for enhanced capabilities for computation and I/O
features.

This HLA is shown in the following figure:

Fig. 22: HLA description
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8 Product Class Implementation
The High Level Architecture presented in the previous chapter lead us to a first approach
description for the product implementation. Starting for the schema presented in Fig. 22: HLA
description, several implementations can be studied.
The solution implemented in DEWI has several disadvantages, such as the high dependence of the
wagon length. The WSN Node has to establish communication with the previous and the following
wagon and the wagon length could increase the distance covered by the communications. For
example, if the WSN is allocated in the front of the wagon, the distance with the previous wagon
is easily tackled. However, the distance with the rear wagon includes the distance between
wagons and also the wagon length. A similar problem can occur if the sensor node is allocated on
the back of the wagon. A possible solution could be to allocate the WSN Node in the middle of the
wagon, but anyway, the communications have to cover the distance between the wagons and also
the half length of the wagon in which is allocated. Another disadvantage is the amount of data
that the wireless protocol has to transmit to the On-Board Unit.
In order to tackle these disadvantages, a solution for the implementation can be proposed. In Fig.
23 the early definition of this implementation is shown:

Fig. 23 Two WSN Node per wagon approach
This solution is based in the same principles of the DEWI solution, but including two sensors per
wagon. The communications between the Sensor Node on the front and the Sensor Node on the
back is based on wired solution. In this way, the Sensor Nodes only have to tackle the distance
between the end of one wagon and the beginning of the rear wagon. It means that this solution is
not wagon dependant and it also allows to develop fast communications along the backbone using
802.15.4 or another IoT protocol.
On the other side, this two sensor nodes per wagon solution causes an increase of the OPEX/CAPEX
costs as opposed to the DEWI solution. It neither solves the problem of the large amount of data
to transmit along the composition in direction to the On-Board Unit in the locomotive.
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For On-Board Train Integrity, the solution proposed in DEWI and the approach of two sensor nodes
per wagon the approaches given above can accomplish the communication and architecture
requirements. However, taking into account that the Use Cases defined in the FR8RAIL WP3 D3.1
and refined in the present document requires several sensors for different purposes in each wagon
and also in the cargo, the proposed solutions seems to be not enough to accomplish the
requirements of these Use Cases. In order to tackle this issue, a new solution has to be proposed.
In this stage of the work, a first solution proposal is shown in the Fig. 24 which describes Product
Class 1A:

Fig. 24: Product Class 1A: wOBU solution based in WSN Coordinators approach
In this approach, several WSN nodes could be deployed in each wagon. Each wagon will be
equipped with one or more WSN Coordinators, which gather the WSN data and processes to send
it to the wagon On-Board Unit. The wOBU allocated in the locomotive (due to power supply needs)
acts as a concentrator of the amount of data sent by the coordinators and also as a transponder
for current and future freight services such as train integrity, cargo monitoring, positioning, etc.
according to the Use Cases. Making use of the 802.15.4 or other IoT network protocol, WSN
Integrity Coordinator can communicate with the correspondent WSN Integrity Coordinators of the
adjacent wagons, and also the same for the rest of coordinators. It allows to implement a fast
deployment solution with fast communication and with low power consumption needs.
However, and due this solution needs communications to carry the WSN information to the wOBU
along the composition, the data rate and the wagon length could be an important disadvantage in
the implementation of this solution.
A possible option to overcome this issues could be a high level architecture design based on wagon
transponder solutions, the Product Class 2A. This Product Class is shown in Fig. 25:
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Fig. 25: Product Class 2A: Wagon Transponder approach
This approach is based on installing a wOBU in each wagon to be able to distribute and transport
WSN capabilities for different current and future freight services. Each wOBU integrates the
information collected in their own wagon and transmit it to the adjacent wOBU. Through 802.11
family communication protocols, this solution provides a high bandwidth which solves the data
rate issue and a coverage which also tackles the wagon length issue.
Furthermore, this approach provides safety and security capabilities and I/O capabilities can be
implemented. Another advantage given by installing a wOBU in each wagon is the possibility of
allowing extra network connectivity such as LTE.
On the other hand, a wOBU requires wagon electrification. In freight lines, wagons are not
commonly electrified, so power supply techniques like energy harvesting are required, which
increase the cost of these solution. Moreover, OPEX/CAPEX cost are also high and the deployment
is complex comparing with previous solutions.
In order to tackle this issue, a new approach can be giving by combining electrified wagons with
no electrified ones in order to reduce costs. This approach, the Product Class 2B is shown in Fig.
26:
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Fig. 26: Product Class 2B: Mixed Transponder Approach

This approach allocates a wOBU each certain number of wagons. In this way, wagons without
electrification gather WSN data and transmits it through WSN Coordinators to the nearest wOBU.
In a similar way explained in the previous solution, each wOBU concentrates the information
collected in their own wagon and also the information collected in the adjacent wagons without
electrification and sends it to the nearest wOBU.
In the following table, the three product class are summarized, explaining the characteristics of
each one:
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Product Class 1A

Product Class 2A

Product Class 2B

Data Rate transmission

Low

High

High

Wagon length dependant

Yes

No

No

Coverage

Low

High

High

Wagon electrification

No

Yes

Only wagons
wOBU

OPEX/CAPEX cost

Low

High

Medium

Deployment

Easy and Fast

Complex

Complex

No

Yes

Yes

I/O capabilities

No

Yes

Yes

Allow extra network
communication

No

Yes

Yes

Safety
and
capabilities

Security

with

Table 11: Product Class Comparison
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9 Conclusions
In WP3 of the FR8RAIL project, the wOBU is defined as the transponder that allocates and
concentrates current and futures services such as Cargo Monitoring System, Wagon Monitoring
System or positioning, among others.
The refinement of the Use Cases confirms the conclusion reached in the D3.1 about the wOBU
system based on a point-to-point network distributed along the composition. Furthermore, this
refinement together with the analysis of the business needs attached to each Use Case allow us
to identify the operational capabilities that the system has to implement.
In order to perform the system architecture, a guided methodology based on SysML had to be
selected. The most suitable option was Arcadia methodology, due to its ease of design, using
different kind of diagrams to define activities processes and capabilities scenarios. Moreover,
Arcadia methodology is structured in four levels from top to bottom to offer a complete design
from operational architecture towards a physical architecture. The scope of this task only reaches
operational analysis of the system, but this methodology will be useful for future interactions and
developments.
The operational analysis performed give us an approach of the relations between the entities
which composes the system and interacts with it. Moreover, this operational analysis allows us to
identify the activities derived from the business needs and top level requirements specified in D3.1
and allocate them into activities. Finally, several scenarios have been described as a sequence of
activities and interactions in order to accomplish the requirements of the system and give an
approach of the architecture of the future services to be implemented.
Concerning the high level architecture, different product classes have been presented, analysing
pros and cons in order to evolve this architecture to adjust it to the needs of the future system. As
explained in the conclusions of the D3.1, the wOBU will need enhanced capabilities for
computation and I/O features. Through I/O cards, the wOBU will concentrate and process the
required information gathered from the WSNs. For this reason, Product Classes 2A and 2B suits
better than Product Class 1A to the design of the system. However, it is important to have in
account that Product Classes type 2 needs wagon electrification.
This disadvantage can be considerably reduced with a solution based on installing a wOBU each
certain number of wagons (Product Class 2B). The WSN Node Coordinators installed in wagons
without electrification can be easily connected to the nearest wOBU through 802-15.4 or another
IoT protocol, while the wOBU are connected each other through an 802.11 family network
protocol.
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